Abstract-We introduce a new algorithmic framework for advanced channel reservation in ultra high speed networks, called Graded Channel Reservation (GCR). GCR allows users to specify minimum bandwidth and duration requirements for their connections. GCR returns the highest graded path, selected according to a general, multi-criteria optimization objective. In particular, if the optimization criterion is delay, we prove that GCR returns the earliest time available to establish the connection. The computational complexity is polynomial in the size of the graph and the number of pending requests. We introduce a number of variants to GCR, including one that that provides the capability to switch between different paths during a connection. We present practical methods for minimizing or limiting the number of path switches. Through extensive simulations, we evaluate the performance of GCR and its variants under various topological settings and applications workload. Our results show that, for certain traffic parameters, optimized path selection combined with path switching can reduce the average delay of requests by an order of magnitude and increase the saturation throughput by as much as 50%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network backbones are often presumed to be overprovisioned. However, the emergence of new applications with unprecedented bandwidth requirements is likely to quickly change the current state of affairs.
For instance, future Grid applications will require transfer of extremely large files between different national labs and research centers [1] . As a simple illustration, experiments run on the new Large Hadron Collider (LHC) accelerator at CERN are expected to generate prodigious volume of data, reaching the order of ExaBytes (1 ExaByte = 10 l8 bytes). This data will have to be transferred from CERN to various sites around the world, for the purpose of storage, processing, and analysis [2] .
Needs for large file transfers are not unique to Grid applications. For instance, many corporations rely on distributed storage area networks (SANs) to seamlessly perform various information management functions su.ch as data backup, mirroring, and recovery [3] . To implement the above functions, distributed SANs must support quick and reliable transfer of very large files (e.g., 100 GB and higher) between remote sites.
In order to meet the throughput and delay requirement of the above applications, one must be able to make full use of the network backbone resources. Yet, recent experiments have shown that the standard TCP/IP protocol stack may be inadequate for this purpose Indeed it has been observed that, in ultra high speed networks, there is a large gap between the capacity of network links and the maximum end-to-end throughput achieved by TCP [4] . The major cause of this discrepancy is the shared nature of TCP/IP where e-mails and WWW traffic interfere with large file transfers.
As a result of the existing limitations of TCP/IP, significant efforts have recently been devoted to develop an alternative protocol stack based on the concept of advannced channel reservation [5] [6] [7] [8] , that is specifically tailored for large file transfers and other high throughput applications. This protocol stack is not intended to replace TCP/IP but rather complement it. The most important property of advanced channel reservation is to offer hosts and users the ability to reserve in advance dedicated channels (paths) to connect their resources. Advanced channel reservation protocols are run directly on top of Layer 2 (SONET or Gigabit Ethernet) and thus bypass IP. They make it possible for users to send requests and specify minimum bandwidth and duration requirements for their connection. Several testbeds, such as UltraScience Net [5] and OptIPuter [8] , are testing possible implementations of such protocols. It should be mentioned that advanced channel reservation is usually assumed to run in a centralized environment. This is a reasonable scenario in small networks, which reflect the operations of current testbeds. The algorithms presented here may also be applied in a distributed manner using link-state mechanisms.
At a first glance, advanced channel reservation is similar to standard circuit switching. One of our major contributions in this paper is to show that advanced channel reservation actually offers a great deal of flexibility that can be exploited to significantly improve performance. First, advanced reservation allows to schedule the starting time of a connection so that some general, multi-criteria optimization objective can be satisfied. Second and more importantly, advanced reservation does not restrict a connection to use the same path over its entire duration. Thus, it provides the possibility to implement path switching that is switching between different physical paths throughout the life of a connection. With path switching, it is possible to substantially reduce the delay between the time a request is placed until the corresponding connection is set up.
It is worth mentioning here that all the existing advanced reservation protocols and algorithms proposed so far in the literature (cf Section II) allocate the same path for the entire connection duration in a way similar to circuit switching.
Guided by the above observations, we introduce in this paper a new algorithmic framework for advanced, channel reservation called, Graded Channel Reservation (GCR). GCR enables grading paths, so that the path with the highest grade is selected. Paths are graded according to the desired optimization objective. Examples of such objectives as will be explained are the earliest, shortest, or widest path satisfying certain bandwidth and duration requirements. The optimization objective can also be multi-criteria. For instance, if the optimization objective is earliest-shortest, then GCR returns the earliest path available and, if many such paths exist, it selects the shortest one among those. For general optimization criteria, we prove that GCR has a computational complexity that is polynomial in the size of the graph and the maximum number of pending requests at any time.
We extend GCR so as to support path switching. Our generalized framework, called GCRSwitch, satisfies the same properties as GCR, but also allows a connection to switch between different paths throughout its duration. Furthermore, we propose a variant called, GCR,i,i T that provably performs the minimum number of path switches needed throughout the life of a connection.
In order to evaluate the performance of GCR and its extensions, we have developed an advanced, versatile simulator written in C. This simulator allows configuring the network topology as well as specifying the inter-arrival distribution between requests, the connection length distribution, the distribution of the bandwidth requested by a user, and the sourcedestination pair for each request. The main performance metrics are the average delay of requests and the saturation throughput which corresponds to the maximum sustainable arrival rate of requests.
Our simulations, run for various topologies and, traffic parameters, demonstrate the importance of using multi-criteria objectives. For instance, when the main optimization criterion is finding the earliest path available, then the use of a secondary objective based on the the selection of the shortest path (when several earliest paths are available) significantly improves performance. Our simulations also reveal that path switching leads to major performance gain. In some cases, it reduces the average delay by up to an order of magnitude and. increases saturation throughput by as much as 5000. Significant performance improvement is observed even if (for practical reasons) a limit is imposed on the number of switching permitted, throughout the duration of a connection. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review related, work on advanced channel reservation. In section 1II, we introduce the GCR algorithmic framework and, prove its main properties. We also describe the novel concept of path switching and show it can be integrated into GCR. In Section IV, we present simulation results evaluating the performance of our algorithms under various network topologies and traffic parameters. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The topic of advanced resource reservation has received considerable attention in the literature in this field. A great portion of which concentrates on the design of distributed signalling protocols [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For instance, ref. [10] discusses possible modification to RSVP to support advanced channel reservation.
In addition, several papers have considered the problem of joint routing and scheduling of file transfers. As mentioned in the introduction, none of them implements path switching.
Furthermore, the concept of path grading does not seem to have been proposed, or studied earlier. We next briefly review some of these papers.
In [14] , resource reservation strategies are analyzed for specific topologies (stars, trees, and, trees of rings). In [6] Function gradesolut ion grades slots. Only slots in which a connection can be started, have a grade greater than 1. The implementation of gradesolution depends on the specific optimization criterion. We next consider the case that the goal is to find the earliest time slot at which a connection can be started:
Operator n stands for intersection between graphs which means set of all links belonging to both graphs. grade-solution for i can be explained in more detail as follows: Proojf We prove by contradiction, let t denote the starting time slot returned by SlotSearch. Suppose the intersection between graphs Gk with k = i,....,j for ti C L and ti < t contains a path between the source and destination. Since exp(-ti) > exp(-t), the grade gi will be smaller than g* corresponding to t which contradicts our assumption that t is returned by SlotSearch. Also, if the intersection between the relevant graphs, Gk, k = i ..., contains no path between the source and destination, then necessarily there is no possibility to find a path satisfying the constraints starting at any time in the interva:l [ti ti+,). Therefore, we are sure that no path exists starting at a time earlier than t. I We note that if tb = oc, then it is guaranteed that SlotSearch will always find, a path (assuming that the requested, bandwidth B does not exceed the link capacities). This is because all the links in the network are available in full capacity in the last time slot (slot TI) and its length is infinite.
The following theorem states that GCR has polynomial-time complexity. Specifically, denote by r the maximum number of pending requests at any time and C the worst-case computational complexity of the path search, then: 
C Path switching
The basic algorithm described in the previous section returns a single path for the entire connection duration. This can be improved by noting that a request is satisfied even if different paths are used at different time slots. We refer to this approach as path switching. By relaxing the constraint of using the saiiie path over all the time slots, significant performIIance improvement in terms of network utilization can be achieved. Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of path switching for a fully connected graph with 4 nodes. Suppose we are interested in setting up a connection for T = Therefore the theorem holds.
Another approach for decreasing the number of switches is limited switching which states that we allow a connection to switch to a better path as long as the number of switches does not exceed a certain predefined threshold. This algorithm, called GCRPi i,,, limits the number of switches per connection to at most x. GCRTim, X could be considered as a mixture of GCR and GCRSwitch. It operates as follows: It starts with a slot in L that contains at least one path between the source and the destination and selects a path according to the desired optimization criterion. In the next slot, it switches path if the current path is no longer available or a better path is found. This procedure continues as long as the number of path switches does not exceed the limit x. After x path switches, GCR1i,it, sticks to the last path found for the rest of the connection. In the case that no path is available at one of the time slots or if after x switches the connection cannot continue with the current path, then the algorithm starts another search for this connection, starting from the next time slot in the window specified by the user. It should be noted that if some measure of the cost of path switching is defined, it may be combined with the limited switching or minimal switching approaches as part of the grading mechanism in order to give an optimal tradeoff between the number of switches and the job's completion time. For some experiments related to the cost of path switching see r19].
IV. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A Performance Measures
We have developed a simulation tool in C code to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. The main performance metrics of interest are: 1) Average delay, which corresponds to the average time elapsing from the point a request is sent until the connection actually starts.
2) Saturation throughput, which corresponds to the maximum offered load (in terms of requests per unit of time) that the network can sustain. When the offered load exceeds the saturation throughput, then the average delay of requests becomes unbounded. In terms of network performance, algorithms with lower average delay and, higher saturation throughput are of course more desirable.
B. Simulation Parameters
Our simulator allows evaluating our algorithms under various topological settings and traffic conditions. The main simulation parameters are as follows:
* Topology: our simulator supports arbitrary topologies. In our simulations, we have considered two types of topology shown in Figure 3 namely, a fully connected graph of 8 nodes and a topology that represents a superposition of the DoE UltraScience Net and the National Lambda
Rail testbeds [7, 20, 21] . Each link on these graphs is fullduplex and assumed to have a capacity of 20 Gbls. 2) Hot-spot: one of the nodes (e.g. a host with a supercomputer) is more likely to be a source node than other nodes in the network. In our simulations, we assume that the hot-spot node has a probability 5000 to be selected Otherwise one of the other nodes is selected uniformly at random. Destination. the destination d is selected uniformly at random among all the nodes (except for the source).
All of the simulations are run for a total of 106 requests for each value of network load. The network load is increased from an initial value up to the saturation load for each plot. We note that it is difficult to determine the exact value of the saturation throughput using simulations. Thus, in our simulations, we define saturation throughput as the network load at which the average delay starts exceeding 24 hours. Since, the average delay curve increases very sharply with network load around that value, we conjecture that the actual saturation throughput is very close. Thus, our simulation results always provide a lower bound on the saturation throughput.
C. Simulation results
In this section, we present simulation results illustrating the benefits of path switching and the importance of path optimization.
1) Path switching: Figure 4 depicts the average delay versus network load for GCR (no switch) and GCR,,it,h (unlimited switching) for the 8-node clique topology. In both cases, path selection is based on the earliest shortest optimization criterion.
It is apparent in the figure that switching improves both the delay and the saturation throughput significantly. Specifically, the saturation throughput is slightly more than 150 request/hour with path switching, while it is slightly above 100 requests/hour without path switching Thus path switching leads roughly to a 500 o increase in the maximum network -Z-. utilization achievable.
For the same topology and, traffic parameters, Figure 5 shows the performance of various heuristics aimed at limiting the number of path switches. is the hot spot) and uniform requested bandwidth distribution. Average delay decreases in the same order the algorithms are listed here.
in reducing the average delay of requests.
We have compared the performance of GCR with different switching options for other distributions of requested bandwidth and destination as well. Figure 7 shows the performance of the different path switching heuristics with uniform source and destination and requested bandwidth distributed according to the 80120 model for the 13-node topology. Figure 8 shows results for the hot-spot model and uniformly requested bandwidth for the same topology. The results obtained are qualitatively similar to those earlier, wherein GCRswitch and GCRAi,it always improve performance.
2) Multi-criteria path optimization.. As mentioned in Sec- Another important and novel aspect of our algorithmic framework is to enable multi-criteria path optimization. Our simulations of GCRS1itch show that a secondary optimization in conjunction with the earliest path selection is beneficial, i.e., choosing earliest-shortest paths is better than other heuristics, but we observe that further optimizations, like earliest-shortestwidest path, is not essential.
We conclude by noting that in all our simulation the window of request time was unlimited. In some cases, however, a user may want to specify a certain window of time [t a tbl to set-up a connection. In such a case, a request could be blocked if no available path is found during that window. In future work, it would therefore be interesting to evaluate the performance of our various algorithms with respect to the blocking probability metric. We conjecture that path switching and multi-criteria optimization would improve performance in this case as well.
